
Amsterdam, 25th September 2016 
Parent Letter Primary 1617 - 3 

Dear Parents/Guardians, 
Here goes the third Parent Letter of the school year. The upcoming period we will be finishing the IPC themes, 
going on field trips and celebrating the ‘kinderboekenweek’.  

Coffee morning 
The first coffee morning of the year (Wednesday 28th September 8:45-9:30) will be devoted to the topic of 
communication. We would like to introduce a new way of discussing topics that are important for the school 
community. We will therefore use an interactive way of discussing our communication protocol with you. To 
make the first coffee morning special, we are reaching out to the baking talents of DENISE: who would feel like 
baking something for the coffee morning? 

Kinderboekenweek  
Kinderboekenweek / Children book week - 5-16 October 

Every year in the Netherlands there is a week devoted to the celebration of books and reading in primary 
schools: the Kinderboekenweek: http://www.kinderboekenweek.nl. This year’s theme is ‘Opa’s en Oma’s’ , that 
is, Grandpas and Grandmas. A great opportunity to celebrate all grandparents and to involve the family in some 
fun reading time. 

During Kinderboekenweek we would like to invite grandpas and grandmas to come and read out in the class at 
the start of the day. Volunteers could either bring in a favorite children book of theirs, or read out from one of the 
official - Dutch language! - Kinderboekenweek books. We would love to have at least one volunteer in each 
group. There will be sign-up sheets at every classroom, where you can sign up for a day.  

During this week we also welcome book donations for the school. Our students love reading, and they are quick 
to finish our entire collection. If you have children books lying around at home that you no longer need but that 
are in good condition - in whichever language - we would be happy to give them a new home. The book 
donations can be handed in on the 5th October, from 08:25 until 08:50 on the 1st floor.  

And finally a few recommended family programs for the Kinderboekenweek: 

• Grandparents’ reading out competition final: https://www.dekleinekomedie.nl/programma/243/
FINALE_VOORLEESWEDSTRIJD/OPA'S_EN_OMA'S_3_/  

• Art exhibition “Forever Young” inspired by Fiep Westendorp’s drawings (Jip en Janneke): http://
www.kinderboekenweek.nl/activiteit/voor-altijd-jong-tentoonstelling-werk-max-kisman-en-fiep-westendorp-bij-
wg-kunst-in-amsterdam/  

The week of bullying 
Last week was the national week against bullying. Luckily, we do not often have to deal with bullying at DENISE, 
but we have nevertheless spent this week exploring how we assure that it stays this way in the future. We have 
looked into several programs that can complement the ICC and IPC lessons when it comes to group dynamics 
and social skills. After careful consideration we have chosen KiVa (https://www.kivaschool.nl), an originally 
Finnish program that develops social skills and social-emotional development. You shall hear more about KiVa in 
the upcoming period. By the end of this week you will also be able to find our anti-bullying protocol on the 
website.  

Pleinwacht (break-time supervision) on Monday and Tuesdays  
From the 1st of October on we have hired the Humanitas team to take over break-time supervision on Mondays 
and Tuesdays. The after-school-care (BSO) employees Rens and Frederique will be supervising on these days. 
They will cater for a nice program during the break, including games and other activities, also on rainy days. We 
are very pleased to have been able to find professional break-time supervision. On Thursdays and Fridays the 
DENISE team will continue doing supervision as before. 

Field trip Group 1/2 a and 1/2 b 

http://www.kinderboekenweek.n
https://www.dekleinekomedie.nl/programma/243/FINALE_VOORLEESWEDSTRIJD/OPA'S_EN_OMA'S_3_/
http://www.kinderboekenweek.nl/activiteit/voor-altijd-jong-tentoonstelling-werk-max-kisman-en-fiep-westendorp-bij-wg-kunst-in-amsterdam/
https://www.kivaschool.nl/


On Wednesday, October 5th, the group 1/2 students are going on a field trip to the Van Gogh Museum. The 
children will have a guided tour of various self portraits. We will leave on foot at 9 o’ clock and return to school 
around 11 o’ clock. 

Attachment: 
Schatkist letter (groups 1/2) 
Language Support documents (groups 1/2 and 3) 

Important dates: 
belangrijke data: 
28 september: 	 coffee morning 8:45-9:30 at number 78  
	 	 Field trip group 4/5 and 5/6 to the dunes 
29 september: 	 iScholenDag, no school 
30 september: 	 Groep 1/2 a and 1/2 b have no school 
5 oktober: 	 Teachers’ Day 
                   	 Field trip groep 1/2 a and 1/2 b to the Van Gogh Museum 
                   	 Entry point Kinderboekenweek/start of Kinderboekenweek 
13 oktober: 	 Exit point  
14 oktober: 	 No school / start of Autumn Break  

Wishing you a nice week, and hoping to see you at the Coffee morning!  

Jutka Colson 
Team leader 


